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Abstract
The increase in the number of cases of financial fraud due to failure of statutory audit to
detect and prevent fraudulent activities has given rise for the services of forensic
accountants. This paper highlights how forensic accountants can be employed to resolve
this challenge. The study was a theoretical research which considered the roles of forensic
accountants in combating fraudulent activities, differences between a forensic accountant
and traditional accountant, features of a forensic accountant and the impact of forensic
accountants to detect and prevent fraud. From the research, it was found out amongst
others that their services will assist audit committee members in carrying out their
oversight functions by providing them assurance on internal audit report. Some of the
recommendations proffered is for government to ameliorate the cost of hiring the services
of forensic accountants and to treat culprits equally without any favouritism.
Keywords: Forensic Accountant, Financial Fraud, Statutory Audit, Fraud Prevention,
Fraud Detection.
1. Introduction
Forensic accounting is the specialty area of the accountancy profession which describes
engagements that result from actual or anticipated disputes or litigation. “forensic” means
“suitable for use in a court of law”, and it is to that standard and potential outcome that
forensic accountants generally have to work (Crumbley, Heitger, and Smith, 2005). Forensic
accounting can also be seen as an aspect of accounting that is suitable for legal review and
offering the highest level of assurance (Apostolou, Hassell, and Webber, 2000). The
unrelenting series of embarrassing audit failures over the last 52 years has prompted a
paradigm shift in accounting. Interestingly, in the mid – 20th century, when the flight from
fraud detection was at its height, a few observers predicted that in the future there will be
acceptance of the general responsibility of the auditor to perform tests to detect material
defalcations and errors if they exist (Brown, 1962).
Forensic accounting is perceived to have evolved in response to certain emerging fraud related
cases. The scandals that recently rocked the corporate world with classical examples being the
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often cited Enron and WorldCom cases have also brought the field of forensic accounting to
the forefront.
Forensic accounting is seen as encapsulating all other investigation related areas in uncovering
financial fraud. The increasing sophistication of financial fraud requires that forensic
accounting be added to the tools necessary to bring about the successful investigation and
presentation of those individuals involved in criminal activities (Moduga and Anyaduba,
2013). The general expectation is that forensic accounting may offer some respite to the
seeming vulnerability of conventional accounting and audit systems to financial fraud.
2. Fraud Detection
Okafor (2004) reported that fraud is a generic term and embraces all the multifarious means
which human ingenuity can devise, and resorted to by an individual to get advantage over
another in false representation.
According to Anyanwu (1993), fraud is an act or course of deception, deliberately practiced to
gain unlawful or unfair advantage; at the detriment of another.
Karwai, (2002); Ajie and Ezi, (2002); Anyanwu, (1993); Okafor, (2004) and Adeniji, (2004)
Summarize the types of fraud on the basis of methods of perpetration which includes the
following but not exhaustive: defalcation, suppression, outright theft and embezzlement,
tampering with reserves, inside abuses and forgeries, fraudulent substitutions, unauthorized
lendings, lending to ghost borrowers, kite flying and cross firing, unofficial borrowing,
impersonation, fake payment, fraudulent use of the firms documents, fictitious accounts, false
proceeds of collection, manipulation of vouchers, dry posting, over invoicing, inflation of
statistical data, ledger accounts manipulation, fictitious contracts, duplication cheque books,
computer fraud, misuse of suspense accounts, false declaration of cash shortages etc. It has
been analysed that three components come to bear when committing fraud. These components
which are pressure, opportunity and justification constitute the fraud triangle. Pressure factors
could be categorized into three groups: pressures with financial content, pressures steaming
from bad habits and pressures related with job.
Opportunity factor is the second component of the fraud triangle. It directly involves top
management and owners of the business in particular. Providing the opportunity to commit
fraud is one of the most important factors arising from frauds. The third component of the
fraud triangle is fraudster’s developing defence mechanisms in order to justify their action
(Enofe, Okpako, and Atube, 2013).Over time, increase in the events of fraudulent acts has led
to great importance attached to the initial detection of fraud (Enofe, Okpako and Atube,
2013).There are two main ways to detect frauds: (a) detection by chance and (b) conducting a
proactive research and encouraging initial identification of symptoms, (Enofe, Okpako, and
Atube, 2013). Fraud is costly as an estimated $3.5 trillion worldwide has been lost due to
fraudulent financial statements, asset misappropriation, and corruption (ACFE, 2012). As a
result, Accounting standard setters have increased the steps auditors are expected to take in
order to detect fraud which ultimately should restore public trust in the audit profession.
However, identifying the occurrence of the cases of fraud is very difficult (Karwai, 2002).
According to (Karwai,2002), frauds perpetrated by organizations in modern day usually
involve complex web of conspiracy and deception that often mask the actual cause. Fraud in
whatever nature and guise, has to be detected first, since detection of fraud is an important prerequisite of rooting out its occurrence.
3. Forensic Accounting and Fraud Detection
It is agreeable that an auditor does not have the absolute duty to uncover fraud, but is expected
to practice fair and true reporting to ensure that the interests of the public as well as the
employees are protected (Enofe, Okpako, and Atube, 2013). Companies should look towards
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new approaches rather than follow the traditional approach as forensic accounting may be the
next best alternative in resolving problems (Enofe, Okpako, and Atube, 2013).
Earlier research (Rezaee 2002; Crumbley 2003 and 2009; Peterson and Reider 1999, 2001;
Rezaee, Reinstein, and Lander 1996; Rezaee and Burton 1997) reviews the literature on
forensic accounting practices, certifications, and education. These studies also provide
evidence indicating that forensic accounting education has evolved from being limited, to
continuing professional education sessions for practicing accountants, to a current state of
being offered as a credit course by several universities (Enofe, Okpako and Atube, 2013).
(Buckhoff and Schrader, 2000) observed that the inclusion of forensic accounting as a course
to the accounting curriculum can greatly benefit the three major stakeholders in accounting
education namely, the academic institutions, students, and employers of accounting graduates.
Empirical evidence from a study by Boritz, Kotchetova and Robinson (2008) confirms that
forensic accountants could detect significantly higher number of fraud than auditors.
Srivastava, Mock and Turner (2003) in their study found that forensic audit procedures
significantly lowered fraud risks. Furthermore, research has also proven that proactive forensic
data analysis using computer based sophisticated analytical tests can detect fraud that may
remain unnoticed for years (Brown, Aiken, and Visser, 2007).
According to the US General Accounting Office (GAO) (1996), there is now a strong emphasis
on fraud prevention and detection during statutory audits. The united states and international
standards setters have increased the responsibility of auditors to consider the risks of fraud
while conducting audits of financial statements. A study by Bierstaker, Brody and Pacini
(2006) revealed the perception of accountants regarding fraud detection andprevention
methods. The findings revealed that organizational use of forensic accountants was the least
often resorted to but had the highest effectiveness ratings. This is similar to the findings of
Ernst and Young (2003) worldwide fraud survey, which states that only 20% of organizations
employed forensic accountants although the satisfaction level for their service was rated at
88% as against the use of statutory auditors. There is however a greater call for auditors to
acquire forensic skills in the discharge of their duty. This call has been corroborated by Enyi
(2009) who submits that all normal statutory audits should contain some elements of forensic
enquiry as the evidence of fraudulent activities can be easily discovered if a thorough
evaluation of the adequacy and compliance of the internal control mechanism is made. All
these are aimed at fraud prevention and detection. This may not be achieved by an auditor
without some understanding of forensic accounting methods (Effiong, 2012).
4. Use and Effectiveness of Fraud Prevention and Detection Mechanisms
Internal control systems have been described as the basic means of preventing and detecting
fraud (Wells, 2008).
However, Barra (2010) contends that what constitutes an effective internal control system is
more of opinions that are based on definite knowledge established through research.
Moyes and Baker (2003) carried out a study on auditors belief about the fraud detection
effectiveness of standard audit procedures. The result shows that out of the 218 standard audit
procedures, 56 were considered more effective in fraud detection. The study further reveals
that the most effective procedures were those that related to internal controls in terms of its
existence and or strength.
Also, Bierstaker, Burnaby and Hass (2004)investigated the extent to which internal auditors
used the perceived effectiveness of the various fraud prevention and detection mechanisms.
The outcome of the study suggests that internal control review and improvement, operational
audits and reference checks on employees were the commonly used mechanisms of fraud
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prevention and detection, yet software and digital analysis with generally high ratings of
effectiveness were the least often used.
ACFE (2008) has provided relevant findings regarding how fraud can be uncovered using the
formal mechanisms such as internal audits and internal control features. Nevertheless, informal
mechanisms have served as the most frequent precursor to fraud detection. About 42 per cent
of fraud precursors have come through tips, 23 per cent through internal control, 20 per cent by
accident and 19 percent by internal audit. External audit and the police account for about 9 and
3 percent respectively (ACFE, 2008; Drew and Drew, 2010) .
It has been argued that an effective internal control system is not protection against fraud
(Blake, 2011). However, Muslimat and Hamid (2012) examined the role of internal audit in
fraud prevention in government owned hospital in a Nigerian setting. Through survey research
design, the study revealed that audit staff in the hospital lack the basic knowledge of fraud
prevention, thereby making the hospital to be more prone to fraudulent practices. While the
study reveals that audit staff tried to prevent some fraud incidences in the hospital, the auditors
however believed that if better knowledge is acquired, the unit could perform better. This
implies that, internal control do not deter fraudsters from committing fraud. Moreover,
accounting literature has accepted the fact that the effectiveness of internal control system can
be weakened by collusion (Barra and Griggs, 2007). Therefore, the need for the understanding
of forensic accounting technique cannot be over emphasized.
5. Basic skills of Forensic Accountants
Thereare numerous opinion on the skills a forensic accountant should have. Harris and Brown
(2000) while investigating the qualities of a forensic accountant identifies specialized skills
and abilities that should be possessed by experts of their nature. They discovered that a
forensic accountant should be conversant with civil and criminal law.
Also, they stressed the need for understanding of court room procedures and expectations,
investigative skills, creative thinking as well as clear and precise communication skills.
According to Grippo and Ibex (2003), the most important skills of a forensic accountant arise
from experience in accounting, internal controls, auditing, taxation management, interpersonal
relationships, business operations and communication.
A set of competencies required by a forensic accountant have been identified by DiGabriele
(2009). These skills include deductive analysis ability, creative thinking skill, unstructured
problem solving competence, investigative flexibility, and analytical proficiency including oral
communication ability, written communication ability, specific legal knowledge and good
composure.
In a study conducted by Davis, Farrell and Ogilby (2010), on the features and skills of a
forensic accountant; the views of attorneys, academics and CPAs were sought on the basic
skills that a forensic accountant should possess. The results arrived at showed that a forensic
accountant should be analytical, detailed – oriented, ethical, responsive, insightful, persistent
and sceptic.
Ghosh and Banerjee (2011) identified three fold- approach of skills required by a forensic
accountant to include the base, middle and top layer. The base layer comprises mainly
accounting knowledge. The middle layer has to do with knowledge in the fields of auditing,
internal controls, risk assessment and fraud detection. While at the top layer a strong
knowledge of the legal environment is required including a strong communication skill. Based
on their research, a forensic accountant is expected to have competence in a broad spectrum of
disciplines including accounting, law, auditing, criminology, information technology and
communication skills.
Knowledge and skills required in forensic accounting include the following:
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Investigative skills, research, law, quantitative methods, finance, auditing, accounting, and law
enforcement officer insights (Hopwood, Leiner and Young,(2012).
Hence, a forensic accountant must have deep analytical ability, develop critical thinking,
knowledge and skills in organizational behaviour and applied psychology.
6. Forensic Accountant Versus Traditional Accountant
The forensic accountant applies reliable principles and methods to sufficient facts or data and
typically needs expertise and skills in private investigation and accounting, while on the other
hand, there is no such necessity in the traditional accounting space (Hopwood, Leiner and
Young, 2012).
Forensic accountants share some goals similar to traditional accountants though they have
different roles, knowledge and skills. Moreover, traditional auditing has a focus on error
identification and prevention while forensic accounting involves fraud identification (Gray,
2008).
The standards of forensic accounting evolves from courts of law while those of traditional
accounting like financial accounting are set by the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) for corporations whose securities such as common stock are exchanged (Gray, 2008).
Traditional auditing makes use of techniques of sampling to discover unintentional errors
usually caused by weaknesses in internal controls which occur at regular intervals. On the
other hand, intentional errors (fraud) by humans can only occur in few transactions, hence
forensic accounting methods use full populations where possible (Albrecht and Albrecht,
2002). As a result of large volume of data that are required for forensic analysis, it is usually
done with computer with the WorldCom fraud discovery being a typical example of detection
using computer technology (Lamoreaux, 2007).
A forensic accountant carries out investigation on specific allegations. Hence, he has much
time to investigate and analyse thoroughly specific fraudulent financial issues with emphasis of
using such as evidence in a law court in case of dispute (Albrecht and Albrecht, 2009), while
the audit carried out by a traditional auditor is general in nature. According to Milucky and
Mac (2013), a traditional audit is carried out on general financial matters (that means the
auditor considers all issues relating to accounting).
A forensic accountant is employed or appointed by organizations to resolve allegations and
detect or prevent fraudulent activities suspected or envisaged in the organization. Thus, it is not
a normal audit but audit which may or may not follow auditing procedures. Zimbleman et al.
(2012) states that, such audit is a proactive audit which goes beyond normal audit procedures.
A traditional auditor or statutory auditor is appointed to carry out statutory audit.
The audit is usually carried out to satisfy statutory requirements and ensure that accounts
prepared are in line with GAAP. Millichamp (1990), state that the statutory audit is a
compulsory audit which ensures that financial statements are in line with GAAP. From the
foregoing, it can be deduced that a statutory auditor may not go beyond the procedural audit
since he is not compelled by law to search for fraud but rather in carrying out it’s audit
function if fraud is detected he will unveil it.
7. Responsibilities of a Forensic Accountant in Combating Fraudulent Activities
A forensic accountant should perform the following responsibilities as listed below:
7.1Conducting Investigation
Owojori and Asaolu (2009), state that the failure of the statutory audit and the sophisticated
financial fraud in recnt times had led to the need for forensic audit.
Thus, the forensic accountant could be said to have special tools for conducting investigation
as to detect and prevent fraudulent activities thereby combating financial fraud. Zimbleman
(1997), states that a forensic accountant being a fraud investigator is very much likened to a
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physician who requires significant amount of diagnostic and explanatory work to discover
what really is happening. In view of the above, it can be said that a forensic accountant goes
beyond the normal audit as to unveil fraudulent activities by using forensic software tools in
conducting and investigating transactions and events.
7.2Analysing Financial Transactions
Cole (2009), states that a forensic accountant is required to have special skills in inspecting
documents for authenticity, alteration, forgery or counterfeiting. Hence, by possessing such
skills, the forensic accountant in carrying out his duties can easily detect errors, fraudulent
activities and omissions thereby preventing and reducing fraudulent activities. According to
Zimbleman et al. (2012), a forensic accountant is responsible for analyzing and identifying the
kinds of fraud that could occur and their symptoms.
7.3Reconstruction of Incomplete Accounting Records
A forensic accountant in carrying out his function reconstructs incomplete accounting records
to settle for example insurance claims, over inventory valuation, proving money laundering
activities by reconstructing cash transactions (Owojori and Asaolu, 2009).

-

7.4Embezzlement Investigation
Cabole (2009), states that a forensic accountant does the following:
Fraud detection, documentation and presentation in criminal trails and claims.
Calculate economic damages, trace income and assets, often in an attempt to find hidden assets
or income.
Reconstruction of financial statements that may have been destroyed or manipulated.
Expert witness.
The above responsibilities listed by Cabole (2009) shows that a forensic accountant must be an
expert in financial matters and must have legal knowledge which could enable him detect
fraudulent activities which are to be presented in a law suit.
8. Challenges of Forensic Accounting Application in Nigeria
Enyi (2009) undertook a study to offer suggestions using real case problem on how to apply
forensic accountingin investigating variances and suspected fraudulent activities in
manufacturing processes and thus suggests that the application of forensic accounting applies
to all scenes where fraud is a possibility.
Crumbley (2001), Grippo and Ibex (2003), reveal the following challenges confronting the
applicationof forensic accounting.
i.

A significant challenge that faces a forensic accountant is the task of gathering
information that is admissible in a court of law.
ii. The admissibility of evidence in compliance with the laws of evidence is crucial to
successful prosecutions of criminal and civil claims
iii. Globalization of the economy and the fact that a fraudster can be based anywhere in the
world has led to the problem of inter-jurisdiction.
Degboro and Olofinsola (2007) note that an important challenge to the application of forensic
accounting in fraud control in Nigeria is that the law is not always up to date with the latest
advancements in technology. Also, forensic accounting is seen as an expensive service that
only big companies can afford. Thus, most companies prefer to settle the issue outside the
court to avoid the expensive cost and the risk of bad publicity on their corporate image. In
additions, forensic accounting is a new trend particularly in developing economies. Hence,
accountants with adequate technical know-how on forensic issue are hardly available.
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9. Importance of A Forensic Accountant
The importance of forensic accountants can be clearly understood from the context of failure
in statutory audits to detect and prevent fraud as summarized by Owojori and Asaolu (2009).
A forensic accountant can be relevant in the following ways:
9.1Assist Police Force in Investigation
A forensic accountant engages himself in criminal investigation on behalf of police force
(Eiya and Otalor, 2013), where his report is prepared with the objective of presenting
evidence in a professional and concise manner.
9.2Improve Management Accountability
Ramaswany (2009) states that failure of corporate communication structure has made the
financial community realize that there is a great need for skilled professionals that can
identify, expose and prevent weaknesses in three key areas: poor corporate governance,
flawed internal controls, and fraudulent financial statement. Forensic accounting skills are
becoming increasingly relied upon within a corporate reporting system that emphasizes its
accountability to stakeholders. From the abovestatement, a forensic accountant with his
expert knowledge in crime will help to improve corporate reporting system designed by
management which will expose and prevent poor governance, flawed internal control and
fraudulent financial statement.
9. 3Strengthen Auditors Independence
Most times external auditors are afraid to report cases of fraud committed by management to
the stakeholders even when such frauds are obvious. This impairs the independence of the
auditor who is afraid to lose his job since most times they are appointed by management who
prepares accounts that is being audited (Albrecht and Denn, 2001). According to Albrecht
(2001), improving financial reporting system with expertise knowledge and skill in both
financial matters, the forensic financial reporting system through use of proactive method of
fraud detection have strengthened external auditors independence.
9. 4Assist Audit Committee Members
Forensic accountants assist audit committee members in carrying out oversight functions by
providing better tools that ensures that quality assurance audit report have been produced by
the external auditor. According to Zimbelman et al (2012), a forensic accountant in carrying
out his responsibilities of controlling fraudulent activities use data driven fraud detection tool
which is proactive unlike the traditional approach which is reactive and is been adopted by
the external auditor in carrying out statutory audit functions.
9.5Helping in Detecting Fraud
With the use of analytical and technological skills, a forensic accountant can easily detect
financial fraud perpetrated by management thereby preventing corporate failure. Cleary and
Thibodeous (2005), states that the forensic accountant knows how to detect and prevent
business fraud using Benford law (a fraud analytical digital tools). Hence, it could be said
that a forensic accountant in helping to detect and prevent fraudulent activities could be seen
to have helped organizations in reducing financial fraud which most times had led to
corporate collapse.
10. Instances of Using Forensic Accountants in Nigeria
Enyi (2009) applied a combination of simple auditing techniques of internal control
evaluation tests on randomly selected significant transactions, simple accounting ratio
analysis and simple variance analysis to arrive at clues which pointed out the true direction to
follow in an investigation to uncover series of fraudulent activities that were concealed on
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incremental basis over a period of four years in a Nigeria based company’s financial
statement.
The instance of forensic investigation was able to provide an accounting analysis that
revealed the whole extent to which fraudulent activities in the buying and production division
affected the company’s fortunes over the stated period.
The main points of the analysis became the main evidence with which the police was able to
arrest and prosecute the perpetrators of the fraud, the outcome to which was an out of court
settlement between the company and those accused.
Also, recent forensic audit of the Nigeria Stock Exchange (NSE) by commissioned group of
independent auditors has revealed shady deals in the expenses of the exchange which were
not discovered during statutory audits (Nweke, 2010).
Okoye and Gbegi (2013) examined forensic accounting as a tool for fraud detection and
prevention in public sector organizations. Their study was conducted with reference to Kogi
State in Nigeria. Data for the study were obtained from both the primary and secondary
sources. 370 copies of the research questionnaire were administered to staff of five selected
ministries in the state with 350 copies properly filled and returned. This quantitative method
of data collection was complimented with oral interviews. It was discovered that the use of
forensic accountants will significantly reduce the occurrence of fraud cases in the public
sector. However, it was discovered that Kogi State does not use the services of forensic
accountants.
11. Conclusion and Recommendation
The role of a forensic accountant under contemporary conditions no doubt is very important
because they help lawyers, courts, the police, regulatory bodies and other institutions in
investigating and documenting frauds. The increasing occurrence of fraud in modern day
business environment requires the services of forensic accountants to unearth fraudulent
activities within and outside an organization. Also, continued audit failures over the last five
decades have prompted a paradigm shift in accounting. It is generally accepted that an auditor
has the duty to perform tests to detect material defalcation and errors if they exist. However,
fraud detection experts called forensic accountants are now been hired in developed
economies to investigate cases of fraud.
Therefore, it is recommended that professional bodies in Nigeria like the Institute of
Chartered Accountants, Association of National Accountants, and the National Universities
Commission should encourage the formalization and specialization in the field of forensic
accounting.
In addition, government should develop more interest in forensic accounting for monitoring
and investigating suspected culprits in fraud cases as evidenced in the examples earlier cited.
Also, our laws should be up to date with latest advancement in technology to ensure
admissibility of evidence in a law court for successful prosecution of criminal and civic
cases. Government should have an effective plan with other countries in extraditing run away
fraudsters from anywhere around the globe. Finally, it is also recommended that government
should ameliorate the expenses involved in engaging the services of a forensic accountant.
It is hoped that if these recommendations are implemented and culprits treated without
favouritism; the occurrence of fraud will reduce drastically within the Nigerian Society which
ultimately should impact on our global rating by transparency international.
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